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iv1. Introduction
Since their discovery in the 1930s, neutron applications have become vital to our
modern world. Without nuclear ﬁssion reactors providing power in the gigawatts
region technological as well as scientiﬁcal progress would be unthinkable. Although
the ﬁrst reactor was constructed in 1942 [1], the physics of neutrons is still an
intricate topic of research. Nowadays, there are many neutron facilities around the
world, each one built with a diﬀerent set of parameters to focus on a speciﬁc aspect
of the topic.
When the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe intensiﬁed its research program in the
1980s with the development of a barium-ﬂuoride detector [2], it concentrated on
measurements of neutron capture cross sections in the keV region. If measured
precisely, these data are valuable to a multitude of research ﬁelds ranging from
nuclear waste disposal to knowledge about the age of the universe and heavy element
synthesis.
The current way to determine the age of the universe is based on the observation
of its expansion. Hubble realized [3] that the radial velocity vr is a function of the
distance to the observer d resulting in vr = H0 × d. Since speed and distance are
experimentally accessible, the Hubble parameter H0 can be deduced from measure-
ments. Assuming H0 = const., its reciprocal denotes the “Hubble time”, the point
in time at which the expansion started. Current measurements [4, 5] are in good
agreement with H0 = 72 km
sMpc resulting in t = 1
H0 = 13.6 billion years. However,
these measurements are still aﬀected by signiﬁcant uncertainties. The investigation
of the nucleosynthesis of the elements oﬀers the possibility of an independent ap-
proach. If the decay times of the involved isotopes are similar to the age of the
universe, their current abundances depend on their production rate. It results from
the respective cross section and the production time, the latter of which gives a
lower limit for the age of the universe.
In order to validate the results, a diﬀerent approach may use data obtained from
neutron cross section experiments. Diﬀering sets of initial isotopic abundances
should yield diﬀerent abundances of heavy nuclei depending on the assumed age. By
varying the initial conditions, a simulation should be able to predict the resulting
abundances – if these match the abundances observed nowadays, this approach will
oﬀer an alternative estimation for the age of the universe.
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Figure 1.1.: Sample spectrum expected at FRANZ (adopted from [9, p. 218]).
Not to scale.
Such an approach requires an understanding of the production of heavy nuclei.
Before reaching their White Dwarf state, sun-like stars pass a Red Giant state where
α reactions create nuclei that provide free neutrons for heavy element nucleosynthe-
sis (cf. [6, p. 179]). Iron and similar nuclei capture these uncharged particles on a
timescale of months or years while the β decay time of the created nuclei is typically
much shorter. However, this process, called slow neutron capture process or s pro-
cess, cannot explain certain neutron-rich nuclei like uranium (cf. [7, p. 200]). For
these, even higher neutron ﬂuxes are required – in supernovae ﬂuxes are assumed to
be about 4 × 1032 1
cm2 s [8, p. 587].
In contrast, the FRANZ facility under construction at the Goethe University
Frankfurt, which aims at very high ﬂuxes, will only be able to provide neutron
ﬂuxes up to 1012 1
cm2 s in the energy region of 1–200keV. To achieve this goal, a
high-intensity proton beam is required that impinges on a conversion target. It
consists of a ≈ 10m thick lithium layer evaporated onto a copper backing. Prefer-
ably, the layer will be made of metallic lithium as this can provide higher neutron
intensities than a lithium compound. Either way, neutrons are produced via the
7Li(p, n)7Be reaction: 7Li absorbs protons and the resulting nucleus de-excites by
emitting neutrons. The neutral particles can then be used for subsequent measure-
ments, e.g. neutron capture cross sections.
For these measurements, the FRANZ setup provides two diﬀerent modes of oper-
ation. In time of ﬂight operation, neutron ﬂuxes of up to 107 1
cm2 s can be achieved.
After their production, which coincides with a gamma ﬂash that is used to start the
time of ﬂight measurement (cf. Figure 1.1), the neutrons drift through a guiding
tube until they react in (n, γ) reactions inside the sample. The gammas are detected
in a 4π BaF2 detector array (cf. Figure 1.2) that covers the full solid angle with
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Figure 1.2.: Cut-open view of the BaF2 detector array used for the measurement of
neutron capture cross-sections.
42 detector modules mounted in a honeycomb frame. Each module consists of a
photomultiplier driven by a voltage divider, and a BaF2 crystal. Inside the crystal,
gammas cause scintillation light that the photomultiplier converts to an electrical
signal and then ampliﬁes. The sum energy from all photons is the most important
signature of a capture event. The energy resolution of BaF2 enables this material
to distinguish such events from others and provides sub-nanosecond time resolution
[10] which is important for neutron energy determination using the time of ﬂight
method.
In activation mode, the setup is able to achieve a neutron ﬂux of 1012 1
cm2 s at the
sample. It is aﬃxed closely to the neutron production target and sandwiched by gold
foils. The cross section is then measured relative to the well-known cross section of
gold. The properties of the neutron beam are mostly determined by the incident
proton beam and the target thickness. While there are several codes available that
aim at describing the 7Li(p, n) and possibly other reactions, none was found to allow
the analysis of per-particle data, which is required to study the transformation of
beam properties. To alleviate the situation, in the context of this work a computer
code has been developed that can simulate the 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction while retaining
a high degree of information both in the input and in the output channel.
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1.1. The Frankfurt Neutron Source at
Stern-Gerlach-Zentrum (FRANZ)
In the FRANZ facility (cf. Figure 1.3), a volume type ion source will provide a
proton beam of I = 200mA with a proton fraction of approximately 90% [11, 12].
It features a pentode extraction system [13] which decouples the extraction from
the initial acceleration. In this design, the ﬁrst two electrodes are used to optimize
the plasma meniscus, while the remaining three electrodes solely handle acceleration
of the extracted ions. The latter set is comprised of two ground electrodes with a
central third electrode that is set to negative potential. It screens the plasma cham-
ber from electrons that otherwise would enter the source. Without this screening
electrode, the charge distribution within the plasma may change, complicating the
controlled extraction of a certain type of ion. More importantly, the beam’s space
charge is not compensated at the ion source exit leading to a signiﬁcant increase in
divergence angles [14, p. 63]. Behind the source, the emitted particles enter the low
energy beam transport (LEBT) section. Depending on the operation mode of the
accelerator based neutron source, the use of subsequent components diﬀers.
1.1.1. Time of ﬂight mode
In time of ﬂight operation, a chopper system [15, 16] in the LEBT section frag-
ments the beam into pulses of tpulse ≈ 50–100ns length. It operates at a repetition
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Figure 1.4.: After the chopper, the direct current beam is split up into short pulses
of tpulse ≈ 50–100ns length (black). In the linear acceleration section,
these pulses are compressed into micro bunches of tmb = 1ns length
(blue). The average charge Qmb of a single micro bunch is denoted by
semi-transparent boxes, both of which have the same area indicating
that Qmb = const.
Not to scale.
frequency of 250kHz resulting in a duty cycle of
D = 50ns × 250kHz ≈ 1% (1.1)
Therefore, the average beam current drops to one hundredth of the initial value
while the peak current during tpulse stays at 200mA. The remaining fraction, i.e.
1 − D ≈ 99%, has to be dumped safely. Thus, sweep times from the beam axis to
the dump have to be very low in order to reduce stress on the beam tube walls.
After the chopper, the beam pulses continue towards the linear acceleration sec-
tion. There, a radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) and an interdigital H mode (IH)
structure increase the beam energy to its design value of Ep = 2MeV. Both com-
ponents operate at 175MHz, so the high-frequency period with a mean current
of Ihf,avg = 150mA is thf = 1/175MHz ≈ 5.7ns long. A single bunch is shorter
than that by a factor of six because of phase width compression from 360° to 60°
(compression ratio ηhf = 6). Ideally, in this section particles are neither produced
nor lost, so the average micro bunch current increases by the compression factor to
Imb,avg = 6×150mA = 900mA with even higher peak currents. The total charge of
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a bunch is given by
Qmb = Imb,avg tmb
= Ihf,avg thf
=
150mA
175MHz
= 8.5714 × 10
−10 C
In order to enhance the proton ﬂux on the target a Mobley type bunch compressor
[17] merges up to nine successive micro bunches into a single pulse of tpulse,target =
tmb = 1ns length bringing the total compression ratio of FRANZ to ηtotal = 9×6 =
54. The construction of the compressor is very ambitious due to the precision
required for path lengths and magnet design. Strong space charge forces within
each micro bunch require duplex-gradient dipoles [18] for advanced edge focussing
as well as a rebuncher cavity within the compressor. After compressing the micro
bunches, the device delivers a total charge of
Qat target ≈ 9Qmb
= 7.7143 × 10
−9 C (1.2)
equivalent to a proton count of
Np =
Qat target
e
= 4.815 × 10
10 (1.3)
Assuming a cylindrical shape for the bunch, current estimations with bunch radius
r ≈ 0.62cm and length l = 1.57cm yield a proton density on the order of 1010 cm−3.
The compressed proton pulse continues to the last rebuncher, which can also vary
the proton energy by ±200keV, and ﬁnally hits the neutron production target. The
target’s most important constituent, lithium, is either used in its metallic form or in
a thermally more stable compound, which reduces the expected neutron ﬂux signif-
icantly. The layer relevant to neutron production is ≈ 10m thick and evaporated
on a water-cooled copper backing that removes the heat of the Pavg = 4kW beam
[19]. In this layer, the protons from a FRANZ pulse with Ep = 2MeV release
Edepos,target ≈ 6 × 10
−4 J
which results in a peak power deposition of (tpulse,target = 1ns, see above)
Ppeak =
Edepos,target
tpulse,target
≈ 6 × 10
5 W
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Considering that the volume in which Ppeak deposited is determined by the beam
radius of r ≈ 0.6cm and a lithium layer thickness of d = 10m [19], the peak power
density yields
Ppeak
π r2 d
≈ 5 × 10
8 W
cm3
When hitting the 7Li target, gammas and neutrons are produced. The neutrons
are collimated on their way to the sample, which is positioned in the center of
a 4π BaF2 detector array. The array is comprised of 42 detector modules that
can detect gammas from neutron capture reaction across the full solid angle. The
collimation tube from the production target to the sample shields the detector from
neutrons that would otherwise hit one of the detector modules causing an unwanted
background. When the neutrons react in the sample, the gammas produced cause
scintillation light in the BaF2 crystals of the modules. It is converted to an electrical
signal using a photomultiplier tube attached to the crystals. Since the initial gamma
ﬂash and (n, γ) events are recorded by the detector, the corresponding time diﬀerence
can be used to determine the time of ﬂight ttof. Together with the known distance
between target and sample of dts = 80cm, the neutron velocity vn can be derived
using
vn =
dts
ttof
The kinetic energy can then be calculated using
En =

 1
q
1 −
v2
n
c2
− 1

mnc
2
or non-relativistically with
En =
1
2
mn v
2
n
Since expected neutron energies only range up to En,max ≈ 500keV [11] (correspond-
ing to v/c ≈ 3%), non-relativistic formulas can be used.
Experimentally, this approach is very feasible although the energy measurement
may suﬀer from uncertainties, for example from the time resolution due to the ﬁnite
length of the proton pulses.
1.1.2. Activation mode
In activation mode, the chopper is not used, the proton beam passes through the
component unmodiﬁed. As in time of ﬂight mode, the following RFQ and IH cavity
raise the beam energy to Ep = 2MeV±0.2MeV. There, the direct current (dc) beam
from the source turns into a continuous wave (cw) beam because of the periodic
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Figure 1.5.: Setup of the activation target (reproduced from [20]).
Not to scale.
operation of both devices. Next, the protons pass the unused bunch compressor
ﬁnally hitting the activation target, which consists of the sample under investigation
sandwiched between two gold foils (see Figure 1.5). They enable a measurement of
the cross section relative to gold, for which energy-dependent data are well-known
[2, p. 613]. After suﬃcient irradiation the three-layer sample is removed from the
beam line and its decays are measured separately. Beside the determination of cross
sections, this mode also enables tests of detectors for reliability and durability when
exposed to high neutron ﬂuxes.
1.2. Neutron production reactions
For accelerator-based neutron production, there are many possible reactions (cf. Ta-
ble 1.1), each oﬀering diﬀerent possibilities. In order to examine why the 7Li(p, n)7Be
reaction is used at the FRANZ facility, the aims and limitations of the Frankfurt
neutron source project need to be considered. Because of the technical challenges
involved, gas and unstable targets are not used (eliminating 3H, 15N, 36Cl, and 39Ar).
Additionally, for tritium very high safety precautions would be required due to its
high toxicity. Operational safety also discourages the use of 6Li and 12C: protons
would need to be accelerated to higher energies, so secondary particles (e.g. elec-
trons) would also have higher energies, thus necessitating improved radiation pro-
tection. Additionally, higher energies are connected to higher power consumption,
so better high-frequency transmitters would be required increasing the investment
costs. Using the 13C isotope for the target would also mean higher costs because of
its low relative abundance of only 1.1% [21]. The remaining carbon isotope, 14C, as
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reaction threshold energy
3H(p, n)3He 1.0191MeV
6Li(p, n)6Be 5.9223MeV
7Li(p, n)7Be 1.8807MeV
7Li(p, n)7Be∗ 2.3714MeV
9Be(p, n)9B 2.0578MeV
10Be(p, n)10B 0.2496MeV
10B(p, n)10C 4.8774MeV
11B(p, n)11C 3.0187MeV
12C(p, n)12N 19.657MeV
13C(p, n)13N 3.2363MeV
14C(p, n)14N 0.6714MeV
15N(p, n)15O 3.7748MeV
36Cl(p, n)36Ar 0.07757MeV
39Ar(p, n)39K 0.2248MeV
59Co(p, n)59Ni 1.8897MeV
Table 1.1.: Neutron production reactions suitable for acelerator-based neutron
sources [22].
well as 10Be are unstable – since the BaF2 detector used in the time-of-ﬂight setup
is sensitive to radiation, unstable targets would cause an unnecessary background
in measurements and therefore degrade the spectrum.
Comparing the cross sections above the threshold for the remaining six candidates
(cf. Figure 1.6), it is evident that the 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction oﬀers a cross section
approximately four times larger than that of 9Be(p, n)9B motivating its application
at FRANZ.
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Figure 1.6.: Comparison of the neutron production cross sections in diﬀerent re-
actions. The cross sections were taken from: 7Li(p, n)7Be and
7Li(p, n)7Be∗: [23], 9Be(p, n)9B: [24], 10B(p, n)10C: [25], 11B(p, n)11C:
[26], 59Co(p, n)59Ni: [27].
1.3. The 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction
1.3.1. Compound nucleus reaction
In the lithium-beryllium reaction, the incoming protons react with 7Li forming an
intermediate 8Be nucleus. In numerous nucleon-nucleon collisions, the binding en-
ergy released by absorbing the incident particle is distributed among the nucleons
– the probability for a single nucleon to carry the whole energy is small. The
compound nucleus state is entered if the system reaches thermal equilibrium [28,
p. 331]. This state generally lasts longer than the passing time of the incident par-
ticle would be. In case of the 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction, the intermediate 8Be nucleus
decays after approximately τdecay ≈ 200 × 10−15 s [29, p. 74], while the passing time
is τpassing = d8Be/vp ≈ 10−22 s (for Ep = 2MeV). Here, d8Be denotes the diameter of
the nucleus and vp is the proton velocity.
Because of the statistical distribution of the excitation energy among the nucleons,
the system loses information about its formation. Therefore, the decay of the state is
decoupled from its creation, so the neutron beam properties are almost independent
of the proton beam properties. Of course, a major exception is the energy, as in the
process of de-excitation the intermediate nucleus transfers its energy to the emitted
particle [30, cf. p. 150].
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1.3.2. Threshold
The 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction exhibits a threshold energy at which neutron production
starts. Based on the nuclear masses, this energy has been determined with great
accuracy [31] to
E
exp
thresh = (1.880443 ± 0.000020)MeV (1.4)
The value can be reproduced by evaluating the reaction using energy and momentum
conservation. In special relativity, one can exploit the fact that scalar values do not
depend on the reference frame. Therefore, the inital state, described in the lab
frame, can be compared to the ﬁnal state, described in the center of mass frame
(CM frame)
(Pp + PLi | {z }
lab frame
)
2 = (Pn + PBe | {z }
CM frame
)
2 (1.5)
where
Pp =
 
Ep/c + mpc
~ pp
!
PLi =
 
mLic
~ 0
!
(1.6a)
Pn =
 
mnc
~ 0
!
PBe =
 
mBec
~ 0
!
(1.6b)
The neutron production threshold is characterized by the fact that the total energy
in the center of mass frame is just ECM = mnc2 + mBec2: There is no more energy
left for motion relative to the center of mass. For this reason, the particle momenta
in (1.6b) are ~ 0, so Ep = Ethresh.
Insertion of (1.6) into (1.5) and use of the relation P 2 = m2c2 yields
m
2
pc
2 + 2
 
Ethresh/c + mpc
~ pp
!  
mLic
~ 0
!
+ m
2
Lic
2 = m
2
nc
2 + 2
 
mnc
~ 0
!  
mBec
~ 0
!
+ m
2
Bec
2
m
2
pc
2 + 2

Ethresh + mpc
2

mLi + m
2
Lic
2 = m
2
nc
2 + 2mnc mBec + m
2
Bec
2
Solving for the threshold energy Ethresh gives
Ethresh =
1
2mLi

(m
2
n + m
2
Be − m
2
p − m
2
Li)c
2 + 2mnc mBec

− mpc
2 (1.7)
Finally, with the nuclear masses [32]
mp = 938.27198
MeV
c2 mn = 939.56533
MeV
c2
mLi = 6533.83324
MeV
c2 mBe = 6534.18413
MeV
c2
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the threshold energy can be determined to be
Ethresh = 1.880563MeV
Note the small diﬀerence to the measured value in (1.4), which probably results
from diﬀering nuclear mass data.
If protons exceed the aforementioned threshold energy signiﬁcantly, the 7Be nu-
cleus can be excited to the E∗ = 0.42908MeV [29] level. If excited, this state is a sec-
ond source of neutrons via the 7Li(p, n)7Be∗ reaction. Since a certain fraction of the
proton’s energy is required for the excitation, these neutrons have less kinetic energy
than neutrons from the ground state. By replacing mBe with mBe* = mBe + E∗/c2
in (1.7), the threshold energy for this level can be calculated to be
E
∗
thresh = 2.371382MeV
making it irrelevant if proton energies only range up to 2.2MeV (e.g. FRANZ, cf.
Figure 1.3).
1.3.3. Kinematic collimation
Another feature of this neutron production reaction is the kinematic collimation.
In the lab frame, neutrons are not emitted in every direction, but instead they are
focused in a cone with an opening angle depending on the proton energy. As long
as the neutron velocity in the center of mass system is lower than the velocity of the
center of mass itself, i.e. |~ vCM| dominates |~ vCM
n | in
~ vn = ~ v
CM
n +~ vCM cf. (A.11)
the emission angle θ remains below 180°: Even if the neutron is emitted backwards
in the center of mass system (the actual angle is given statistically by dσ/dΩ), the
sum of ~ vCM
n and ~ vCM points at 0°. For other emission angles in the center of mass
system, the ~ vCM component modiﬁes the emission angle similarly leading to the
collimation of the neutron beam. At Ep = 1.912MeV this eﬀect leads to a cone with
120° opening angle corresponding to a maximum emission angle of 60°.
The equation above also shows another feature of the reaction: At Ep = Ethresh,
the neutron kinetic energy is not zero. The available energy in the center of mass
is just enough to produce a neutron at rest, i.e. ~ vCM
n = ~ 0 but due to momentum
conservation the center of mass velocity ~ vCM is not ~ 0. Therefore
~ vn 6= ~ 0
the kinetic energy is not zero, but ≈ 30keV.
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Figure 1.7.: 7Li thickness required to slow down protons of a given energy to energies
below the neutron production threshold (based on SRIM [33] data).
1.3.4. Particle stopping
While not being a specialty of the 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction, the stopping of incident
particles in the target results in important eﬀects on the neutron spectrum. Since the
required thickness to slow down protons to energies below the production threshold
is rather low (only 4m at Ep = 1.912MeV, cf. Figure 1.7), protons with an initial
energy of Ep = 1.912MeV will slow down to threshold energy in a 10m thick target
[19].
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142. Implementation
2.1. Requirements
In order to analyze the transformation of beam properties, the simulation code “n17”
has been developed, which is able to handle six-dimensional proton data – that is,
three spatial and three velocity dimensions. Since the behaviour of a (drifting) par-
ticle beam is determined by its constituents, every beam parameter can be derived
from and expressed in terms of the distribution of single particles. Therefore, this
input format provides maximum information for a beam, while also permitting tests
with monoenergetic beams or diﬀerent beam diameters to investigate diﬀerent levels
of target irradiation.
To retain as much information as physically possible, the code outputs neutron
data in the same format. These data can then be used to analyze the transformation
of beam properties, or they can be used in the framework of the FRANZ project
to simulate the reaction inside the neutron sample and, subsequently, the detector
response. In this context, the code can be incorporated into an end-to-end simula-
tion of the whole accelerator, starting at the ion source and ending in the detector
feedback. By combining this simulation with an optimization algorithm, e.g. the
particle swarm algorithm as suggested in [34], it would be possible to ﬁnd the best
accelerator settings for a given experiment. Additionally, a full simulation might
help experimentalists to conﬁrm that given setups work as expected.
The output beam properties depend on the target shape – in curved targets for
example, the thickness for protons of a coplanar beam will diﬀer. So even if the par-
ticles had the same initial energy, they would not pass through the same thickness.
Therefore, the simulation program was designed to not put any constraints on the
target shape allowing the investigation of solid targets as in FRANZ [19] as well as
liquid targets favoured by other research groups [35].
2.2. Proton representation
In high neutron ﬂux experiments like FRANZ, proton pulses are comprised of more
than 1010 particles (see (1.3)) when hitting the target. If every proton was simulated
as a single entity and one calculation took only 1ms, a simulation of the whole
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bunch interaction would still take 4.815 × 107 s ≈ 1.5years. In order to reduce
the computation complexity, multiple protons are combined into a single simulated
particle. For ease of reference, this type of particle will be called “P particle”.
A P particle has a single location and velocity vector, yet it knows the number of
protons it is comprised of – it may be considered as the center of mass of the protons
it consists of.
In n17, the number of P particles is determined by the number of particles given
in the input ﬁle, Ninput. Every tuple of location and velocity vector is considered a
P particle each of which represents Np/Ninput protons (Np as calculated in (1.3)).
That is, increasing the number of input particles improves the precision of the simu-
lation but it also increases computation time and memory requirements, yet it does
not increase the total charge impinging on the target.
2.3. Space charge
In general, the proton input data describe a bunch of particles with ﬁnite extent.
With pulses of a few centimeters length (l = 1.57cm at Ep = 2.0MeV), a full
simulation cannot assume that all bunch particles pass through the target at once.
Therefore, even if the input data are generated so that the frontmost particle of the
whole bunch already touches the target, n17 must be capable of transporting the
remaining particles.
As a proton moves to the surface, it is continuously exposed to a repelling ﬁeld
caused by other protons. The maximum transversal momentum deviation caused
by this ﬁeld can be estimated by considering the bunch as a sphere with a charge
equal to the charge of the proton bunch (cf. Figure 2.1). The point charge q = e at
d = 6mm represents the proton that is exposed to the repelling ﬁeld of the sphere.
The distance of 6mm is the expected root-mean-square (rms) radius of a proton
bunch at Ep = 2.0MeV just in front of the 7Li target.
d
q
Q
Figure 2.1.: Model to estimate the momentum deviation.
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To calculate the maximum deviation, the proton is assumed to be subject to the
forces for the time
t =
l
vp
= l
s
mp
2Ep
Throughout this time, the force is lower than
F =
1
4π 0
q Q
d2 (2.1)
because d actually increases because of the Coulomb force (2.1) according to
F = mpa = mp ¨ d (2.2)
Instead of solving (2.1) together with (2.2), a constant repelling acceleration of
a = F
mp is assumed, yielding a momentum deviation of
pT = mp (at) = tF (2.3)
Together with Qat-target = 7.7143 × 10−9 C from (1.2), equation (2.1) yields
F = 3.09 × 10
−13 N
corresponding to
pT = tF
= l
s
mp
2Ep
F
= 1.57cm
v u
u t 938 MeV
c2
2 × 2MeV
3.09 × 10
−13 N
= 463
keV
c
(2.4)
In comparison to the longitudinal momentum pL =
q
2mp Ep = 61253 keV
c , pT is
negligible.
Moreover, the space charge forces will be modiﬁed when the proton beam hits
the target surface. Many secondary particles will be created, with electrons being
the most dominant species. The negative charges will be attracted by the positive
beam potential and eventually cancel out the beam space charge in the vicinity
of the target surface. Inside the target, the space charge ﬁeld is modiﬁed by the
metallic lithium. For a given proton, this modiﬁcation is only relevant for a short
time because ﬁrstly, the target is very thin (current designs aim at a thickness of
10m) and secondly, after the 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction has taken place, the resulting
neutron is not aﬀected by space charge eﬀects as it does not carry a charge itself.
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Summarizing the above considerations, it is yet to be studied how space charges
are screened in front of and within the 7Li target, while unscreened space charge
forces only cause a small error. Therefore, n17 does not simulate space charge eﬀects.
Instead, it only translates protons until they reach the target.
This enables an optimization path because the time it takes for protons to reach
the target can be calculated by solving a linear equation. Therefore, time stepping
only has to be used inside the target.
2.4. Time steps and target thickness
Each proton is transported in time steps of ∆t = 10−15 s when inside the target,
corresponding to a distance of v ∆t ≈ 0.02m for Ep = 2MeV. The passed thickness
inside the target material between two time steps, ∆x, is required to calculate energy
loss as well as the probability for neutron production (see section 2.5, “Interaction
probability and scattering direction”).
In a simple implementation, one might assume ∆x to be v ∆t as long as the proton
is inside the target and zero otherwise. This may produce suﬃciently good results for
small ∆t, but the target’s longitudinal extent may be wrongly estimated: Assuming
that the current time step positioned the proton immediately behind the target’s
rear boundary, the target will be simulated as if it was almost v ∆t smaller since the
proton is now outside and – as speciﬁed above – this results in a passed thickness
of zero. A major problem of this approach is its energy dependency. Since diﬀerent
Ep lead to diﬀerent velocities which in turn result in diﬀerent step lengths v ∆t, the
target size would be simulated to depend on the proton energy. In Figure 2.2, this
scenario is described by the orange dotted line.
The black line depicts the current implementation. There, the distance passed
between two steps is computed from the target geometry. For cylindrical targets,
there are four cases:
1. In the previous and in the current step, the proton is inside the target. Hence
the thickness passed is the distance between both positions.
2. The particle did not pass the target, so the thickness is 0.
3. In one of both steps the particle was inside the target, while in the other one
it was outside.
4. The particle entered and exited the target completely between two steps.
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Figure 2.2.: Neutron yield for diﬀerent thickness evaluation methods (black and or-
ange, see text), compared to the reference data in blue; time steps of
∆t = 10−12 s, proton energy resolution set to ∆Ep = 10keV. Since
all curves are normalized to their maxima, the deviation of the or-
ange line from the reference data increases as the energy diﬀerence to
Emax ≈ 2.25MeV increases.
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Cases three and four are the most diﬃcult cases. To calculate the thickness for
them, it is convenient to describe the particle trajectory using
~ r(λ) = ~ r1 + (~ r2 −~ r1)
| {z }
∆~ r
λ (2.5)
where the particle position in the diﬀerent steps is given by ~ r1 and ~ r2 and λ ∈ [0,1]
being an arbitrary parameter. For cases 3 and 4, there are four possible intersections
of r(λ) with the cylinder: one with the base, one with the cap and two with the
barrel. If the cylinder’s symmetry axis is positioned along the x axis, the intersection
with base and cap are only possible if (∆~ r)x 6= 0. Then, the corresponding λ values
can be calculated using
λ1 =
1
(∆~ r)x

xbase − (~ r1)x

λ2 =
1
(∆~ r)x

xcap − (~ r1)x

For the barrel, the equation
r
2
cyl =

(~ r1)y + (∆~ r)y λ
2
+

(~ r1)z + (∆~ r)z λ
2
can provide up to two more λ values. Obviously, any λ / ∈ [0,1] describes points that
have not been passed between the two steps (cf. (2.5)), so the respective solutions
have to be discarded. If there is no λ left, the line given by (2.5) does not intersect
the cylinder at all, resulting in a passed thickness of zero. Else, the distance d is
given by
d = ~ p2 − ~ p1
with
~ p1 =



~ r1 if r1 is inside the target
~ r(λmin) else
~ p2 =



~ r2 if r2 is inside the target
~ r(λmax) else
and
λmin = min{λi} λmax = max{λi}
2.5. Interaction probability and scattering direction
Generally, only a certain fraction of the incoming beam actually reacts in the
7Li(p, n)7Be reaction. This fraction is expressed in terms of the cross section value,
the apparent cross-sectional area of the target nucleus for the reaction. The proba-
bility for a single proton to react in dx is given by
dP = ρσ dx (2.6)
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where σ denotes the cross section, and ρ stands for the target density (atoms per
volume). When calculating the reaction probability along x, one has to take into
account that the proton may disappear and therefore does not react anymore in
later steps. This results in the diﬀerential equation
dP = (1 − P)ρσ dx
which can be solved using the initial condition P(x = 0) = 0:
P Z
0
1
1 − P 0 dP
0 =
x Z
0
ρσ dx
0
P = 1 − exp(−ρσ x) (2.7)
Equation (2.7) corresponds to the well-known formula R = I (1 − exp(−ρσ x)) with
P = R/I, the number of reactions per incoming particle.
Every time step, the n17 code calculates the probability for a reaction in the
current step according to
∆P =
dP
dx
∆x
= ρσ ∆x compare (2.6) (2.8)
where σ = σ(Ep), the energy-dependent cross section, is taken from [23]. ∆x denotes
the length the proton travelled since the previous time step.
The probability ∆P is compared to a random value k ∈ [0,1]. If k > ∆P, the
proton passes on. Otherwise, the reaction is assumed to take place. In order to
determine the scattering angle in the center of mass system, the angular probability
distribution
Pangular(θ
CM) ∝
 
dσ
dΩ
!CM
∆Ω
CM
=
 
dσ
dΩ
!CM
2π sin(θ
CM)∆θ
CM
is calculated with

dσ
dΩ
CM
=

dσ
dΩ
CM
(Ep,θCM), i.e. the diﬀerential cross section is
a function of the proton kinetic energy Ep and the scattering angle θCM. As an
example, the distribution for 2.0MeV is shown in Figure 2.3. While it is not diﬃcult
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Figure 2.3.: Angular probability distribution of the 7Li(p, n) reaction for 2MeV pro-
ton energy.
to homogenously choose a value from a given numerical interval, there is no easy
means of choosing a value according to the probability distribution described above.
Therefore, the function is transformed – ﬁrst, it is split up into N x-y pairs. Each
pair i is assigned a sub-interval in [0,1) the size of which is equal to the relative
probability
Pi =
yi
N X
j=1
yj
and ranges from
Ii =


i−1 X
j=1
Pj,Pi +
i−1 X
j=1
Pj


Then, if a random value ` homogenously from [0,1) fulﬁlls the condition ` ∈ Ii, y`
will be chosen correctly according to the distribution.
2.6. Kinetic energy and transformation
After θCM, the angle between the incident proton trajectory and the produced neu-
tron direction in the center of mass system, has been determined, the kinetic energy
of the emitted neutron is calculated according to appendix A. Together with θCM
and a random angle φ ∈ [0,2π], the components of the velocity vector vx, vy, and
vz in the lab system are ﬁxed when using the angle transformation given in [36].
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Since in general the proton direction is not parallel to one of the lab frame axes, the
neutron velocity vector has to be converted to the lab system.
In order to generate the transformation matrix from the “proton system” S to the
lab system L, three base vectors ~ b1, ~ b2, ~ b3 are necessary. They are generated from
the normalized proton velocity vector ~ v 0 = ~ v/v according to
~ b1 = ~ v
0
~ b2 =



~ y if ~ y ×~ v 0 6= ~ 0
~ z if ~ y ×~ v 0 = ~ 0
~ b3 =~ b1 ×~ b2
The vectors are not orthonormalised yet, so the Gram-Schmidt process helps obtain
new base vectors ~ b0
1, ~ b0
2, ~ b0
3, which are then used to calculate the transformation
matrix
M =



b0
1,x b0
2,x b0
3,x
b0
1,y b0
2,y b0
3,y
b0
1,z b0
2,z b0
3,z



Finally, this matrix can be applied to get the neutron direction in the lab system,
~ v L0
n
~ v
L0
n = M ~ v
S 0
n
2.7. Target description
As outlined in section “Requirements” (section 2.1), the target description is very
general requiring only a handful of deﬁnitions common to any solid or liquid target.
First of all, the target’s density ρ is required to calculate the interaction probability
according to section 2.5. Its geometric properties are covered by three distinct
functions. The ﬁrst function deﬁnes a bounding box, the smallest cuboid by which
the whole target is enclosed. If a particle is outside this box, any possibly complex
tests concerning the geometric details of the target are skipped. If a particle is inside
this box, the implementation of the target must be capable of evaluating whether a
given three-dimensional coordinate is actually inside the target and not just inside
its bounding box. With this speciﬁcation, it would already be possible to determine
the passed thickness, thus satisfy the considerations of section 2.4, which require this
information. However, this would be a slow process prone to introduce numerical
errors as the number of queries is ﬁnite. Therefore, a diﬀerent routine is required to
calculate the thickness of lithium between to diﬀerent positions taking into account
the geometry of the target that is to be implemented.
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Figure 2.4.: The stopping power of protons inside 7Li as simulated using SRIM.
For comparison, the Bethe-Bloch energy loss function (2.9) is given.
Especially in the low energy region these functions diﬀer signiﬁcantly.
2.8. Particle stopping
If a simulated proton is not converted into a neutron in a given time step, it is
simulated to slow down. The energy loss of a single time step is calculated according
to
Eloss =
dE
dx
∆x
As in (2.8), ∆x stands for the thickness passed in the last time step. The energy
loss function dE
dx(E) used in n17 has been calculated using the SRIM code [33]. It
uses a Monte Carlo based approach to compute the function, so it does not directly
rely on the Bethe-Bloch energy loss function
−
dE
dx
=
 1
4π0
2 4π q2 Q2 ne
mec2 β2
"
ln
 
2mec2 γ2β2
I
!
− β
2
#
(2.9)
In Figure 2.4, the latter function is plotted side by side with the SRIM results. Ob-
viously, Bethe’s formula overestimates the stopping power in the low energy regime
that is very important for the simulation as the proton energy does not exceed
2MeV.
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2.9. Technical information
Tested environment
The n17 code can be compiled using g++-4.4 and runs on GNU/Linux (Ubuntu
10.10), although there are no strict dependencies on that platform. The code uses
the Armadillo vector library1 as well as some features from the Boost C++ library2;
an optional graphical user interface is built using Qt3.
File format
The input and output ﬁles of n17 contain six columns separated by tabs, each
representing a numeric component of the position in six-dimensional space. Their
meaning is as follows:
1. column: Position along the beam axis, commonly called z, in meters. Cur-
rently, the target’s surface is assumed at z = 0.3m.
2. column: Position along the x axis, which is one of the transversal axes, in
meters.
3. column: Position along the y axis, the remaining transversal axis, in meters.
4. column: Velocity along the z axis, vz, in meters per second.
5. column: Velocity along the x axis, vx, in meters per second.
6. column: Velocity along the y axis, vy, in meters per second.
This format neither uses momenta nor energies, thus avoiding the necessity to de-
ﬁne the particle species. Instead, the input distribution is assumed to consist of
P particles (see section 2.2), each of which is deﬁned by a single valid line. Any
line starting with a pound sign (#) is treated as a comment and is ignored by the
program.
Additional tools supplement the core functionality of n17 by generating mono-
energetic and gaussian input distributions or by creating angle-integrated diagrams,
density plots and Mollweide projections.
1Armadillo version 0.9.60, http://arma.sourceforge.net/
2Boost version 1.42.0, http://www.boost.org/
3Qt version 4.7.0, http://qt.nokia.com/
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263. Experiments
Comparing the simulated results with expectations and existing measurements can
ensure that “n17” provides valid predictions for future experiments. In this thesis,
the computed data are compared to measurements conducted at Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe and Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt.
3.1. Expectations
The basic functionality of n17 can be veriﬁed by testing whether the simulation con-
forms to certain expectations. Most basically, the angle-integrated neutron count
for a given proton energy Ep should be proportional to the cross section σ(Ep) if
stopping is irrelevant (“thin” target). In Figure 3.1, the prediction by the simulation
(black line) is plotted together with the cross section data used for the calculation
[23] (blue line). Both curves are normalized to their respective maxima, so appar-
ently the simulated number of neutrons is proportional to the cross section data the
simulation is based on.
The eﬀects of kinematic collimation can be studied by using the Mollweide sphere
projection [37, pp. 249–252]. It projects all (θ,φ) combinations from the spherical
coordinate system onto a plane while maintaining the size relation of areas. For this
thesis, the projection has been adopted to illustrate the angular emission properties
of a given reaction using false colors to denote the number of neutrons per pixel. The
analysis of the simulated neutron spectrum from protons at Ep = 1.912MeV (cf.
Figure 3.2) yields that the opening angle of the neutron cone is 120° (cf. Figure 3.2).
This corresponds to the expectation given in section 1.3.3. At 0°, the neutron count
is maximized because in the lab frame, the center of mass velocity vector is added to
the neutron velocity vector. In the near-threshold regime, the former dominates the
latter, so there are more neutrons at small emission angles. In a two-dimensional
plot which only takes neutrons into account that were emitted in a cone with a
small opening angle, this results in a steeply increasing number of neutrons near
Ep = Ethresh (cf. Figure 3.3).
Most of the plots in this thesis concentrate on the relative curve shape, but some-
times the absolute yield is also relevant. For this, the simulation code is able to
calculate the neutrons-per-proton ratio which can be compared to reference data.
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Figure 3.1.: Comparison of simulated yield with cross section, all curves are normal-
ized to the maximum around 2.25MeV.
Figure 3.2.: Mollweide sphere projection of the emitted neutrons at 1.912MeV. Red
color denotes many neutrons in a given pixel, while blue stands for a
low count. The coordinate system denotes the emission angles (cone
opening angle divided by two) in degree.
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Figure 3.3.: Neutron yield in a cone of 5° opening angle in the lab frame.
Note that at FRANZ the proton count is ﬁxed (see section 2.2) and therefore this
ratio is equivalent to the number of neutrons itself. The shielding design [38] es-
timated the neutron ﬂux for Ep = 2.2MeV to be 1 × 10−4 neutrons
proton . As this should
be a conservative estimation, n17 was expected to simulate a lower ratio. With a
lithium layer thickness of 30m, it predicts 4.5 × 10−5 neutrons
proton , which is close to the
PINO [39] value of 4.7×10−5 neutrons
proton . For a layer thickness of only 10m, the ratio
is predicted to decrease to approximately 2 × 10−5 neutrons
proton (n17: 1.9 × 10−5 neutrons
proton ,
PINO: 2.0 × 10−5 neutrons
proton ) since there is not enough lithium to slow down protons
below the threshold energy (cf. section 1.3.4).
3.2. Measurements at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
The experimental program at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK) aimed at mea-
suring the neutron capture cross sections of isotopes of astrophysical interest. There,
it was most important to reproduce a Maxwellian distribution because the interac-
tion data in temperature regions around 30keV is required to properly model and
predict the element synthesis in Red Giant stars. Therefore, the angle-integrated
spectrum of the setup is well-known (cf. [40, p. 597]). Together with simulation
predictions of n17 and PINO [39] the measurement data are plotted in Figure 3.5.
For both codes a collinear proton beam with Ep = 1.912MeV was used having an
energy uncertainty of σ = 1keV. Apparently, the agreement of both simulations is
very good.
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Pulsed p-beam
Movable detector
0-65°
7Li target
20°
6Li glass
detectors
Monitor
Figure 3.4.: Setup to measure the 7Li(p, n)7Be cross section at Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe [40].
Not to scale.
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Figure 3.5.: Angle-integrated spectrum at Ep = 1.912MeV (σ = 1keV). The n17
simulation is compared to the PINO predictions [39] and measurement
data taken from [40, p. 597].
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The per-neutron analysis enables n17 to predict the spectra for diﬀerent angles.
When compared to measurements done in 1988 [41], the agreement is good for
emission angles θ ≥ 10° even though the simulation apparently underestimates the
number of low-energetic neutrons (cf. Figure 3.5). At 0°, the code predicts a peak
at 30keV being the expected neutron energy for particles emitted by protons with
Ep = Ethresh (see discussion in section 1.3.3). As this feature is not visible in the
experimental spectrum, it hints at a problem of the simulation. Since the predictions
of n17 agree very well with other measurements and expectations, it seems plausible
that this is a problem of the underlying data. Possibly, the cross section of the
7Li(p, n) reaction close to the threshold is not known precisely enough – in fact,
the determination of cross sections in this regime is very challenging as the proton
energy uncertainty has to be small while at the same time the neutron detection
must be very sensitive.
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Figure 3.5.: Side-by-side comparison of simulated angular distributions with mea-
surements conducted at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe [41].
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3.3. Measurements at Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt
Recently, the cross section of the 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction was remeasured at Physi-
kalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) because of discrepancies of the Karlsruhe
measurement to the so-called standard evaluation [42]. Even though in the latter
experiment the detector is movable, the general setup is comparable to the setup at
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe and therefore capable of reproducing the experiment
from 1988.
Preliminary results from the angular measurement are compared to the simulation
(cf. Figure 3.7). Similar to the results from Karlsruhe, the prediction ﬁts very well
to the data for angles between 10° and 50°. In contrast to the FZK data, the PTB
data show fewer low-energetic neutrons, thus the simulation matches the shape much
better. The number of neutrons at higher energies, however, declines at lower values
than predicted by n17 – in the FZK data the neutron count decreases at higher
energies than in the simulation. Since the PTB data are still preliminary results,
it is open to what extent possible changes will inﬂuence the agreement between the
experimentally acquired data and the simulation.
Pulsed p-beam
Movable Li glass detector
0-65°
Metallic Li target
35 cm flight path
70 cm flight path
Long counter
Figure 3.6.: Setup to measure the 7Li(p, n)7Be cross section at Physikalisch-Techni-
sche Bundesanstalt [43].
Not to scale.
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Figure 3.7.: Side-by-side comparison of simulated angular distributions with prelim-
inary results from Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt.
364. Neutron beam properties at
FRANZ
With a high quality neutron beam being the main goal of any neutron source, it is
important to know the neutron beam properties available for an experiment. For
the FRANZ project aiming at high neutron ﬂuxes, the ﬂux available at the sample
in question is very important. In time of ﬂight mode, the collimating channel will
shield a signiﬁcant percentage of the beam, allowing only neutrons with emission
angles near 0° to actually continue their way to the sample.
Depicted in Figure 4.1 is the neutron ﬂight path in time of ﬂight mode after having
been produced in the 7Li target on the left. They pass the collimator of length l1
and hit the sample in the center of the 4π detector array at l1 + d. Every neutron
that does not react passes on until it exists the detector array at l1 + 2d + l2. In
order to make sure that no neutron can hit the exit detector module, the diameter of
the collimator needs to be chosen appropriately. In this ﬁgure, two lines indicate the
maximum angle under which a neutron may be emitted (depending on its position)
in order not to hit the last module. The angle between these two lines can be
calculated at the intersection point in the sample:
tan
α
2
=
d1/2
l1 + d
tan
α
2
=
d2/2
l2 + d
tan
α
2
=
d3/2
d
d1
l1 + d
=
d2
l2 + d
d3
d
=
d2
l2 + d
d1 =
l1 + d
l2 + d
d2 d3 =
d
l2 + d
d2
d1 d2
l1 l2 d d
collimator detector
module
d3
Figure 4.1.: Schematic view of the neutron ﬂight path. The production target is
vertically centered at the left with neutrons ﬂying to the right.
Not to scale.
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Figure 4.2.: Neutron yield at the sample resulting from an incident parallel proton
beam homogeneously distributed over the target’s area with the colli-
mator as described in Figure 4.1. The yield increase around 1.95MeV
is connected to the higher zero-degree cross section in this area (see
section 3.1).
By employing l1 + d = 80cm [12, 44], l2 + d > 45cm, d = 10cm [2, p. 602], and
d2 = 5cm [2, p. 604], the required diameters of the collimator are
d1 < 8.89cm d3 < 1.11cm
Therefore, the exit hole at the end of the collimator restricts the usable target
size: assuming a parallel, homogenous proton beam, Figure 4.2 shows that small
target diameters will provide higher neutron counts at the target. Beyond 2cm,
the yield reduces signiﬁcantly, so the target radius should stay below this threshold.
While larger radii relax the situation for beam dynamics – because of space charge
forces the particles in a proton pulse are increasingly accelerated outwards when
packed tighter – target construction becomes more challenging: The sub-millimeter
holes need to be thrilled through a larger volume, thus requiring higher precision.
Additionally, the thickness of a few micrometers across the whole target surface needs
to be maintained, too, in order not to modify the neutron spectrum (especially by
stopping, section 1.3.4). However, current calculations show that the proton beam
spot will ﬁt very well on a target with 15mm radius (cf. Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3.: Beam spot on the target for ∆Erebuncher = 0keV [45]. The red circle
denotes a target of 15mm radius which is more than twice the standard
deviation of the largest σ, namely σy.
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The phase space projections of such a beam are given on the left side of Figure 4.6
with the resulting neutron distribution on the right side. The center of the proton
distribution is at the surface of the target (z = 300mm), while the neutron distri-
bution is given after all protons have passed the target. The x–vx plane reveals the
sub-structure of the proton pulse, which consists of nine microbunches merged to a
single pulse by the bunch compressor (see section 1.1). At the front of the neutron
production target, these microbunches are spatially inseparable. Apparently, this
sub-structure does not translate to the neutrons. As can be seen on the right side
of Figure 4.6, the neutron beam does not exhibit any similar fragmentation.
The Mollweide plot at the top of Figure 4.6 shows that neutrons are concen-
trated in a cone with θ ≈ 70° but a signiﬁcant amount of neutral particles is
emitted at θ > 70°. In contrast to Figure 3.2 where all proton energies are be-
low 1.912MeV, the proton distribution here contains protons with energies reaching
up to 2.236MeV. There, kinematic collimation is not in eﬀect anymore. Similarly,
in Figure 4.4 neutrons have already been produced even though the mean proton
energy hEpi = 1.850MeV is below the threshold energy Ethresh ≈ 1.881MeV. Again,
the input distribution contains particles with more than 2MeV that produce a small
number of neutrons the emission angle of which is not conﬁned by kinematic colli-
mation.
In Figure 4.4–4.8, the rebuncher varies the ﬁnal proton energy from ∆Erebuncher ≈
−200keV to ∆Erebuncher ≈ +200keV in steps of 100keV resulting in diﬀerent proton
distributions. For each step, three phase space projections of the input distribu-
tion is given together with the corresponding neutron projections. With increasing
∆Erebuncher, the proton beam is accelerated while its spatial extents remain largely
unchanged. In contrast, the neutron distribution’s x and y dimensions increase from
less than 40mm to approximately 80mm.
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Figure 4.4.: Upper image: Neutron distribution as Mollweide plot. Lower im-
ages: Proton and neutron distribution in the x–vx, y–vy, and z–vz
planes. With ∆Erebuncher ≈ −200keV, the mean proton energy is
hEpi = 1.850MeV.
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Figure 4.5.: Like Figure 4.4, but with ∆Erebuncher ≈ −100keV resulting in hEpi =
1.940MeV.
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Figure 4.6.: Like Figure 4.4, but with ∆Erebuncher ≈ 0keV resulting in hEpi =
2.034MeV.
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Figure 4.7.: Like Figure 4.4, but with ∆Erebuncher ≈ +100keV resulting in hEpi =
2.129MeV.
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Figure 4.8.: Like Figure 4.4, but with ∆Erebuncher ≈ +200keV resulting in hEpi =
2.225MeV.
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465. Conclusion
The program “n17” developed for this thesis has been shown to fulﬁll the speciﬁed
requirements very well. It can reproduce experimentally measured neutron spec-
tra even including predictions for the angular distributions as well as the expected
neutrons-per-protons ratio. Although the model used in this code may seem simple,
it is apparently very capable of reﬂecting the measurements.
The code was written with FRANZ in mind as one possible application among
many others. Working with arbitrary target shapes, the program can be used for
target development in both solid and liquid aggregate state, as for example used at
the Soreq Applied Research Accelerator Facility in Israel. The produced neutron
distribution can be plotted using a Mollweide sphere projection which is intuitively
accessible because of its similarity with typical world maps. This can help iden-
tify zones of diﬀerent levels of neutron ﬂux which is important e.g. when designing
the radiation protection of a new source. In the context of end-to-end simulations,
the program can help optimize the neutron ﬂux according to the experimental re-
quirements as done at FRANZ, for example to increase the ﬂux at the sample.
Additionally, predictions of an experiment’s outcome may help interpret its results
and hint at whether there may have been systematic problems during its execution.
The possibility to compute phase space projections not only provides the possibility
to relate the properties of the neutron beam to those of the proton beam but it
also enables the characterization of the neutron distribution using well-known terms
from proton beam physics.
Beside these currently implemented features, there are many ways to reﬁne the
current functionality as well as extend its spectrum of possible applications. Minor
updates may implement elastic scattering and procedures to correctly work with
space charge aiming at a more complete physical description. Major enhancements
should be the inclusion of further possible reaction pathways to improve the pre-
dictive capabilities beyond near-threshold energies. It might even be desirable to
include further neutron production reactions like 9Be(p, n)9B thereby allowing to
study the transfer of proton energies in other reactions. Additional reaction path-
ways would also be important to enable “n17” to track neutrons in the backing of
high-power targets, where water ﬂows in the way of the neutrons. There, n + H
reactions should be taken into account because the momentum transfer to hydrogen
is maximal. Studying the behaviour of neutrons inside moderators and shieldings
using the developed code also requires the inclusion of other reactions. However,
shielding design is a very important aspect, as the safe absorption of the the un-
charged particles is the basis for safe operation of any neutron source.
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54A. Energy interchange
For both the classical and relativistic description of the energy interchange in the
7Li(p, n)7Be reaction, the 7Li nucleus is assumed at rest while the incident proton
completely carries the kinetic energy of the system. In order to retain a concise
notation, in this section all kinetic energies are referred to as T, while total energies
are denoted by E = T + mc2.
The assumptions can be summarized as
vLi = 0 TLi =
1
2
mLiv
2
Li = 0 (A.1a)
vp 6= 0 Tp =
1
2
mpv
2
p 6= 0 (A.1b)
Q = (mLi + mp − mBe − mn)c
2 (A.1c)
A.1. Classical description
In the classical description, the center of mass transformation eases the calculation
because there
p
CM
tot = 0
is valid resulting in
p
CM
Li + p
CM
p = 0 = p
CM
Be + p
CM
n (A.2)
while in the lab system only
pLi |{z}
(A.1a)
= 0
+pp = pBe + pn (A.3)
holds. The center of mass can be considered as a particle with mass mCM and
velocity vCM deﬁned by
mCM =
X
i
mi
vCM =
P
i mivi
P
i mi
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However, as the classical description does not properly account for masses converting
into kinetic energy, the center of mass properties between initial state (index “i”)
and ﬁnal state (index “f”) diﬀer if the particles’ masses change.
mCM,i = mLi + mp vCM,i =
mLivLi + mpvp
mLi + mp
(A.1a)
=
mp
mLi + mp
vp (A.4)
mCM,f = mBe + mn vCM,f =
mBevBe + mnvn
mBe + mn
(A.5)
So it is possible that mCM,i 6= mCM,f. The possible discrepancy to (A.4) becomes
visible when combining (A.3) and (A.5).
mpvp = mBevBe + mnvn
(A.5)
= (mBe + mn) vCM,f
vCM,f =
mp
mBe + mn
vp
With (A.4), the center of mass’ initial kinetic energy TCM,i in the lab system can be
calculated using
TCM,i =
1
2
mCM,iv
2
CM,i
(A.4)
=
1
2
(mLi + mp)
 
mp
mLi + mp
vp
!2
=
1
2
m2
p
mLi + mp
v
2
p
=
mp
mLi + mp
Tp
So in the center of mass system, the available kinetic energy prior to the interaction
is given by
T
CM
i = TLi + Tp − TCM,i
(A.1a)
= Tp − TCM,i
= Tp −
mp
mLi + mp
Tp
=
mLi
mLi + mp
Tp (A.6)
while after the interaction it is
T
CM
f = T
CM
i + Q (A.7)
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Because of energy conservation, the latter energy must be distributed among the
neutron and the 7Be nucleus according to
T
CM
f =
1
2
mBe

v
CM
Be
2
+
1
2
mn

v
CM
n
2
(A.8)
where the relation between vCM
Be and vCM
n is determined by (A.2), i.e.
0 = mBev
CM
Be + mnv
CM
n
v
CM
Be = −
mn
mBe
v
CM
n (A.9)
By inserting (A.9) into (A.8), the energy of the neutron in the center of mass system
T CM
n can be derived
T
CM
f =
1
2
mBe

−
mn
mBe
v
CM
n
2
+
1
2
mn

v
CM
n
2
=
mn
mBe
T
CM
n + T
CM
n
T
CM
n =
mBe
mBe + mn
T
CM
f
resulting in
v
CM
n =
s
2T CM
n
mn
and p
CM
n =
q
2T CM
n mn (A.10)
To transform this result back to the lab system, the velocity of the center of mass
after the interaction, vCM,f, is required. Combining (A.3) with (A.5) yields
mpvp = mBevBe + mnvn
= (mBe + mn)vCM,f
vCM,f =
mp
mBe + mn
vp
Therefore, the neutron velocity in the lab system is
vn = v
CM
n + vCM,f (A.11)
=
s
2T CM
n
mn
+
mp
mBe + mn
vp
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A.2. Relativistic description
The more general relativistic discussion in [36] can be simpliﬁed because of the initial
assumptions given in (A.1). These translate into the four momenta
PLi =
 
mLic
0
!
Pp =
 
Tp/c + mpc
pp
!
where pp can be calculated using the relativistic energy-momentum equation
E
2
p = p
2
pc
2 + m
2
pc
4 =

Tp + mpc
2
2
pp =
1
c
q
(Tp + mpc2)
2 − m2
pc4
=
1
c
q
T 2
p + 2Tp mpc2 (A.12)
The invariant total energy of the center of mass is given by
E
2
CM = (PLi + Pp)
2 c
2
=

mLic
2 + Tp + mpc
2
2
− (0 + ppc)
2
(A.12)
= m
2
Lic
4 + T
2
p + m
2
pc
4
+ 2Tp mLic
2 + 2mLic
2 m
2
pc
4 + 2Tp mpc
2
− T
2
p − 2Tp mpc
2
= m
2
Lic
4 + m
2
pc
4 + 2Tp mLic
2 + 2mLic
2 m
2
pc
4
=

mLic
2 + mpc
2
2
+ 2Tp mLic
2
ECM =
q
(mLic2 + mpc2)
2 + 2Tp mLic2
=

mLic
2 + mpc
2

v u
u t1 +
2Tp mLic2
(mLic2 + mpc2)
2
from which the kinetic energy available in the center of mass system can be derived
using
T
CM
i = ECM −

mLic
2 + mpc
2

=

mLic
2 + mpc
2



v u
u
t1 +
2Tp mLic2
(mLic2 + mpc2)
2 − 1

 (A.13)
This is the relativistic equivalent of (A.6) – if the rest mass is much larger than
the kinetic energy, i.e.
2Tp mLic2
(mLic2+mpc2)
2  1, the classical solution can be obtained by
applying the Taylor approximation
√
1 + x ≈ 1 + 1
2x (for x  1) to (A.13).
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As in the classical description, the Q value relates the initial kinetic energy in
the center of mass to its ﬁnal value, so (A.7) also holds in the relativistic case.
However, its explicit use is not required since the mass diﬀerence between input
and output channel are accounted for because of the consideration of total energies
instead of plain kinetic energies. To ﬁnally detemine the neutron’s speed, using
the momentum conservation described by (A.2) is required. Employing the energy-
momentum equation gives

p
CM
Be
2
=

p
CM
n
2

E
CM
Be
2
− m
2
Bec
4 =

E
CM
n
2
− m
2
nc
4

E
CM
Be
2
−

E
CM
n
2
= m
2
Bec
4 − m
2
nc
4

E
CM
Be + E
CM
n

| {z }
ECM

E
CM
Be − E
CM
n

= m
2
Bec
4 − m
2
nc
4
E
CM
Be − E
CM
n =
m2
Bec4 − m2
nc4
ECM
(A.14)
By replacing ECM
Be = ECM − ECM
n , the neutron’s total energy in the center of mass
system can be deduced:
ECM − 2E
CM
n =
m2
Bec4 − m2
nc4
ECM
E
CM
n =
ECM
2
−
m2
Bec4 − m2
nc4
2ECM
p
CM
n =
1
c
q
(ECM
n )
2 − m2
nc4 from E
2 = p
2c
2 + m
2c
4
Again, in the classical limit of mnc2  Tn, pCM
n is equivalent to the classical value
(A.10), which can be analyzed by replacing ECM
n and factoring out mnc2:
p
CM
n =
1
c
q
(T CM
n + mnc2)
2 − m2
nc4
=
1
c
q
2T CM
n mnc2 + (T CM
n )
2
=
1
c
mnc
2
v u u
u
u u
t
2T CM
n
mnc2 +
 
T CM
n
mnc2
!2
| {z }
≈0
=
q
2T CM
n mnc2
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and with v = β c =
pc
E c, the classical neutron velocity can be obtained (compare
(A.10)):
v
CM
n =
pCM
n c
ECM
n
c = c
q
(ECM
n )
2 − m2
nc4
ECM
n
= c
q
(mnc2 + T CM
n )
2 − m2
nc4
mnc2 + T CM
n
= c
s
1 +
2TCM
n
mnc2 +

TCM
n
mnc2
2
− 1
1 +
TCM
n
mnc2
= c
v u
u t
2TCM
n
mnc2 +
≈0
z }| { 
TCM
n
mnc2
2
1+
TCM
n
mnc2
| {z }
≈1
≈
s
2T CM
n
mn
To transform pCM
n and ECM
n back to the lab frame, an inverse Lorentz transformation
is required. Note that in contrast to the classical description, the center of mass
velocity required for this transformation does not change during the reaction as
can be seen when applying momentum conservation (A.3) and energy conservation
(ELi + Ep = EBe + En):
βCM := βCM,i =
pLi + pp
ELi + Ep
c =
pBe + pn
EBe + En
c = βCM,f
which in the classical limit yields (compare (A.4))
vCM = βCMc = c
pp c
mLic2 + Ep
≈ c
ppc
mLic2 + mpc2 =
mp
mLi + mp
vp
Therefore, the Lorentz boost with β = −βCM is given by
 
En/c
pn
!
= γCM
 
1 +βCM
+βCM 1
!  
ECM
n /c
pCM
n
!
= γCM
 
ECM
n /c + βCM pCM
n
βCM ECM
n /c + pCM
n
!
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Finally, the neutron velocity can be expressed as
vn = βnc
= c
pnc
En
= c
βCM ECM
n + pCM
n c
ECM
n + βCM pCM
n c
 

  ×
1/ECM
n
1/ECM
n
= c
βCM + βCM
n
1 + βCM βCM
n
=
vCM + vCM
n
1 +
vCM vCM
n
c2
(A.15)
which is the addition formula for the velocity classically given by vCM + vCM
n .
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62B. Stopping power
In Figure B.1, the incident nucleus with charge Q passes through the target losing
energy through momentum transfer. The transversal momentum transfer is given
by
∆p =
+∞ Z
−∞
F dt =
1
v
+∞ Z
−∞
F dx =
1
v
+∞ Z
−∞
qE⊥ dx =
q
v
+∞ Z
−∞
E⊥ dx (B.1)
where E⊥ stands for the electric ﬁeld orthogonal to ~ v. The integral
R +∞
−∞ E⊥ dx can
be derived from Maxwell’s equations
~ ∇~ E =
ρ
0 Z
~ ∇~ E dV =
Z ρ
0
dV
I
~ E d~ A =
Z ρ
0
dV (B.2)
Since inside the cylinder (cf. Figure B.1) the only charge is Q, the right side of
(B.2) can easily be evaluated. For the left side, E⊥ is always perpendicular to the
cylinder barrel resulting in
I
~ E d~ A =
Z
E⊥ 2πb dx and
Z ρ
0
dV =
Q
0
b
q
Q
v x
Figure B.1.: Illustration for the derivation of the energy loss. Q stands for a stopped
nucleus, while q denotes an electron inside the stopping material. The
impact parameter is given by b.
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Z
E⊥ dx =
1
4π0
2Q
b
(B.3)
Together with (B.1), the energy transfer to the electron ∆E yields
∆E =
(∆p)2
2me
=
 1
4π0
2 2q2 Q2
mev2 b2
In order to calculate the total energy per path section dx transferred from the
incident particle, −dE
dx, the electron density ne multiplied by the energy loss per
electron ∆E has to be integrated over the circular area A orthogonal to the x axis.
−
dE
dx
=
Z
A
ne ∆E dA
or in cylindrical coordinates
−
dE
dx
=
bmax Z
bmin
2π Z
0
ne ∆E b dϕ db
= 2π
bmax Z
bmin
ne ∆E b db
=
 1
4π0
2 4π q2 Q2 ne
mev2
bmax Z
bmin
1
b
db
=
 1
4π0
2 4π q2 Q2 ne
mev2 ln
bmax
bmin
(B.4)
Since the electrons are bound, their excitation energy is not continuous. Instead,
there is a minimum energy the electrons can absorb, which corresponds to a max-
imum impact parameter bmax because the Coulomb energy reduces with increasing
distance. bmax is given by the ionization potential I [46]:
∆Emin =
 1
4π0
2 2q2 Q2
mev2 b2
max
= I
bmax =
1
4π0
qQ
v
s
2
me I
(B.5)
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The minimum impact parameter bmin is determined by the maximum momentum
transfer (∆p)max = 2mev [47, p. 33].
2mev = (∆p)max
(B.1)(B.3)
=
1
4π0
2qQ
v bmin
bmin =
1
4π0
qQ
mev2 (B.6)
Inserting (B.5) and (B.6) into (B.4) yields the ﬁnal result
−
dE
dx
=
 1
4π0
2 4π q2 Q2 ne
mev2 ln
s
2mev2
I
(B.7)
This equation corresponds to the classical Bohr image although it already includes
the ionization potential introduced by Bloch. Enhanced by additional corrections
for relativistic velocities and eﬀects from quantum mechanics, the formula attributed
to Hans Bethe, is [28, p. 366]
−
dE
dx
=
 1
4π0
2 4π q2 Q2 ne
mec2 β2
"
ln
 
2mec2 γ2β2
I
!
− β
2
#
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